Join our team to help fulfill our mission to protect
and enhance Oregon’s fish and wildlife, and their
habitats, for use and enjoyment by present and
future generations.

Help

Help make a dif
fere

If you are passionate about natural resources, we
invite you to join our team and assist with furthering
ODFW’s mission by partnering with communities and
sharing how our work has a positive effect on Oregon’s
fish, wildlife and their habitats. ODFW is dedicated to
cultivating a diverse and inclusive workforce as we
strive to represent and better serve our neighboring
communities. Our most important asset is our
employees, and each person brings unique, different,
and important contributions to the workplace and
community we serve. With Oregon’s changing
demographics, a workforce that reflects this change
will make us stronger and create an opportunity for
better decision making. Consider joining our team as
we lead ODFW into the future!

Find current job opportunities on the
ODFW website at:www.ODFW.com/hr
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ODFW:
▪

Is the fifth largest state fish and wildlife
agency in the United States, with
approximately 1,200 employees

▪

Manages more than 260,000 acres of land

▪

Operates 33 fish hatcheries

▪

Manages 12 wildlife areas

▪

Operates 11 research offices

▪

Contains 10 watershed districts

▪

Is governed by a seven-member Commission
appointed by the Governor

Working at ODFW
Working for the Oregon Department of Fish and

Wildlife means you’re part of an organization whose
work touches the life of every Oregonian.
Whether we are improving habitat for fish in Oregon’s
rivers, restoring bighorn sheep to their historic range,
protecting wetlands for migratory birds, managing
hatcheries to support conservation, or sport and
commercial fishing, our work makes it possible for
Oregonians everywhere to enjoy the bountiful fish
and wildlife resources of this state.
The fieldwork of our program leaders, biologists and
technicians is supported by a team of administrative
staff. Whatever your background or interests, we invite
you to join ODFW in this meaningful work by becoming
a key partner in making our mission successful.

ODFW Principles:
▪

Provide proactive and solution-based fish and
wildlife management based on sound science

▪

Emphasize safety in the workplace

▪

Develop effective relationships based on trust
and confidence

▪

Work as a team to accomplish our mission

▪

Promote workforce enhancement
and inclusion.

▪

Ensure fiscal integrity

